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The Composer
David Felder has long been recognized as a leader in his generation of
American composers. His works have been featured at many of the leading
international festivals for new music including Holland, Huddersfield,
Darmstadt, Ars Electronica, Brussels, ISCM, North American New Music,
Geneva, Ravinia, Aspen, Tanglewood, Music Factory, Bourges, Vienna
Modern, IRCAM, Ars Musica, and many others, and earns continuing
recognition through performance and commissioning programs by such

organizations as the New York New Music Ensemble, Arditti Quartet, American Composers
Orchestra, Buffalo Philharmonic, American Brass Quintet, and many others. Felder’s work
has been broadly characterized by its highly energetic profile, through its frequent employment
of technological extension and elaboration of musical materials (including his work with video
collaborators) and its lyrical qualities.

Felder has received numerous grants and commissions including many awards from the
National Endowment for the Arts, two New York State Council Commissions, a New York
Foundation for the Arts Fellowship, Guggenheim, Koussevitzky, two Fromm Foundation
Fellowships, two awards from the Rockefeller Foundation, Meet the Composer “New
Residencies” (1993-1996) with the Buffalo Philharmonic, two commissions from the Mary
Flagler Cary Trust, the Siemens Foundation, and many more. 

Currently, Felder is Birge-Cary Chairholder in Composition at SUNY Buffalo, and has been
Artistic Director of the June in Buffalo Festival from 1985 to the present. Since 2006, he has been
Director of the Center for 21st Century Music at the University, an organization he founded.
From 1992 to 1996 he was Meet the Composer New Residencies, Composer-in-Residence to the
Buffalo Philharmonic Orchestra and WBFO-FM. In 1996, he formed the professional chamber
orchestra, the Slee Sinfonietta, and has been Artistic Director since that time. In 2008, he was
named SUNY Distinguished Professor. He has taught previously at the Cleveland Institute of
Music, the University of California, San Diego, and California State University, Long Beach, and
earned a Ph.D. from the University of California, San Diego, in 1983. His works are published
by Theodore Presser, and recorded on Albany, Mode, Bridge, EMF, and others.

The Music
The four compositions here might seem very disparate: a string quartet, which, like any string
quartet, has to take its place in a line going back a quarter of a millennium; a piece for unac-
companied choir, with antecedents reaching further still into our collective past; a sextet with
electronic ambience whose sound world would have been unimagineable before recent times;
and then a trombone solo in which the electronic interventions come right into the fore-
ground and place us unmistakeably in the present. Listen, though, and the differences begin
to dissolve, leaving behind them the outlines of a distinct creative personality.

One feature of that personality is fearlessness, and one aspect of that fearlessness is a bold
use of the most rudimentary interval: the octave. Three of the Stuck-Stücke for string quartet
start out as studies in octaves, and the first of these is found to have had its origins in Partial
[dist]res[s]toration. There are octave moments in BoxMan, too, on the same note, E, including
right at the start. All these involve octave melodies—or octave dances, one might better call them,
places where the skittering of octaves suggests not only something ancient and elemental but also,
and more, a sounding out of acoustic space, hitting on harmonics that are in 1:2nd frequency
relationships with one another. (Even Memento mori, though far more harmonically conceived,
has its chimes of octaves, notably the fortissimo on B in three registers when the word “sol”
is sung for a third time.)

Another musical gene these pieces share, already implicated in the above, is their rhythmic
dynamism, the way pulses bounce off tight metrical frames. Yet another is the containment
of rhythmic—and harmonic—tensions in small motifs, out of which a whole stretch of music
can spring, almost as of itself. Like the bouncing octaves and the equally fearless triads, these
are character traits that Felder uses as sources not so much of retro reference (though there is
that in Memento mori and partial [dist]res[s]toration) as of freshness and vitality. The electronic
world towards which this program moves is also that of the live world we are hearing all
through, an energetic modernity.



Stuck-Stücke
Stuck-stücke was composed for the Arditti String Quartet in 2007-8 on commission from the
Siemens Foundation. It is a work of thirteen miniatures in three discontinuous, though related,
streams of musical material. The separate pieces are played in close juxtaposition with one another,
with minimal transition. The title refers to an incessant, repetitive iteration of small gestures that
characterize some, but not all, of the streams in the work. The work is dedicated to the extraordinary
Irvine Arditti and the members of the Arditti String Quartet. Irvine's indefatigable energy, and
vision and that of his colleagues have inspired my work for over twenty years now, and this work
is offered in friendship and deepest admiration. -DF

The title of this first piece (also the most recently composed) is more than a play on words.
To be stuck is to be static, but only because forces of holding and release are exactly matched.
That is the sense in which these pieces are stuck: stuck to a single pitch class in the case of the
octave numbers (E in the case of the second piece and the sixth; D in the former’s pizzicato
double, the ninth movement), but at the same time bursting with rhythmic life, so that the
music soon starts slipping its chains. Consider, too, the very opening gesture, which the four
instruments play in unison: a striking cascade of minor ninths (B–Bb–A) followed by a rest
on a middle-register G and then, higher, a rising, calling major second (FI–GI). It is not just
that this is a chromatic fragment that has been given tonal implications; what matters is that a
seed has been sown, or a crystal geometry sketched out. Parts of this shape prevail throughout
the first piece, and go on into much of the rest of the quartet, even though the subsequent
sections’ characters are diverse: a burning flame on and around a high B in 3a (recalled at the end
of 5), a fantasia on one note (C on the bass staff ) for viola and cello in 11a, the glow of a hymn
in 12, where all the instruments play double stops, and a blue stratosphere of harmonics in
the finale, which may represent an ultimate escape.

Memento mori
Memento Mori was written for the extraordinary New York Virtuoso Singers under a commission
from the Mary Flagler Cary Charitable Trust in 2003. It is dedicated with admiration to Harold
Rosenbaum, the wonderful conductor and important advocate for excellence of the highest order
in choral music from the remotest corners of history through that composed only yesterday.

The musical materials originate as a response to some emotionally moving texts. These texts seemed
to be intimately related and highly complementary though they were written in entirely different
circumstances and at great historical distance from one another. The musical treatment interleaves
them linking text images to one another in a polyphonic texture that can only be characterized as
more 'instrumental' than vocal. The intelligibility of the text is rather deliberately obscured
throughout, with some phrases and text images given a treatment of relative clarity; an elevated
status appropriate to their significance.

Much could be said about the musical materials and their relationships to the texts. Suffice it to
say, that the piece can be considered a "winter piece", and has been conceived as a kind of meditation
upon the transformative light embedded in the poetic images. -DF

If this choral piece is altogether more somber, as well as more evidently aware of musical his-
tory, that must have something to do with its subject matter. Nevertheless, the composer’s life
experience may also be involved, for, when asked about his formative musical experiences by
a Sequenza21 interviewer he said: “I was a singer and deeply loved 15th- and 16th-century
contrapuntal stuff, particularly the Venetians.” It is not difficult to connect this statement
with the section late in Memento mori where choirs of women and men answer one another,
though the rich harmonic coloring found more generally in this 16-part composition might
suggest a Renaissance master from another region of Italy: Gesualdo. Despite Felder’s remark
about the polyphonic texture being “instrumental,” this is supremely effective—and challenging
—writing for voices, taking account of the rhythm of breathing, the immense range of textures
available, and the sounds and meanings of the words. The octaves on “sol,” for instance, are
preceded by clearings to leave triads for the immediately preceding settings of the word. Also
to be noted is the seamless introduction of the medieval text shortly after this, as if the
Neruda poem had become transparent to words from centuries before.



partial [dist]res[s]toration
The story told by Felder in his seven-movement sextet is as elusive (and allusive) as its title. The
composer explains: “Numerous materials are brought together in this composition: both newly
composed fragments and those rescued from older sketch pads–all are subjected to both ‘restoration’
(making the older appear refreshed), and ‘distressing’ (newer materials are treated to ‘age’ them).
And the word ‘partial’ refers both to incomplete presentation, and to the harmonic series, which
serves overtly to harmonize different things.” Like the “partials” that sound above any given pitch as
part of its overtones or harmonic series, the fragmentary components of partial [dist]res[s]toration
sometimes run together and sometimes remain discrete, as their titles suggest:

1. a puro sol escribo… (I write in the pure sun…), Pablo Neruda
2. I remember, I remember, Memory the great pretender, Robert
Creeley
3.a. I sing…
3.b. because I sing…
3.c. and because I sing…, Pablo Neruda
4. Ris de ton nom…, Rene Daumal
5. Die Felder sind grau… (The fields are grey), anonymous

Commissioned by Harvard University’s Fromm Foundation for the New York New Music Ensemble,
partial [dist]res[s]toration invites one to listen for layers of sound and meaning: fragmentary bits of
song; timbres ranging from the brilliance of “pure sun” to the “grey” of fields in winter; an array of
textures wholly original, yet reminiscent of Stravinsky’s neoclassicism, Webern’s lucid expression, and
Renaissance polyphony. The work even contains some “textural washes” that Felder initially composed
for the American Dance Festival in 1982. The old is hidden within the new, the new is altered as
if through recollection–“Memory the great pretender.”

Note credit: excerpted from Beth Levy, San Francisco Contemporary Music Players 2008

Such a conception of history as layered, not stretching behind us with the past irretrievably
gone, seems to lie behind partial [dist]res[s]toration (2001-3), also. On the nearest level below
the surface, the work includes electronic material Felder created for the American Dance
Festival in 1982. Further down are echoes, perhaps through such other works as Carter’s
Triple Duo, from Schoenberg’s Pierrot lunaire in the scoring for flute (doubling piccolo and
bass flute), clarinet (doubling bass clarinet), violin (doubling viola), cello, piano (the player
operating sometimes inside the instrument to produce harmonics), and percussion (marimba
and vibraphone played by one musician). Deep beneath are shadows again from the
Renaissance, especially in the “French” movement, with its hints of the old modes—though
these modal flavors result, like the octaves, from a scaffolding in the harmonic series, as
indicated by the multiformly ambiguous title.

The titles of the first, third, fourth, and fifth movements come from the Neruda text set in
Memento mori, and yet there does not appear to be any direct musical cross-reference; as men-
tioned, the latter part of the first movement links rather across to Stuck-Stücke. For the second
movement Felder takes a quotation from a poem by Robert Creeley: “‘I remember, I remem-
ber—’ Memory, the great pretender, says it happened, thinks it was, this way, that way, just
because it was in my head today.” Thus warned, we arrive in the next movement at a song that
sounds like a memory, sung by the clarinettist. The song extends and vanishes in the ensuing
movements, to be replaced by a different, perhaps older song in “Ris de ton nom,” whose title
deliberately misquotes a line from an early poem by the 20th-century French poet-mystic René
Daumal, making a pun on his first name: “Renie ton Nom, ris de ton NON” (Renounce your
Name, laugh from your NO). Disinclined to take this advice, however, Felder humorously
places his own name in the title of the finale, “die felder sind grau” (the fields are gray),
borrowed from the Bruce Hornsby song “Fields of Gray.” The fields in this case are harmonic,
made of resonant spectra, and their colors are soft and luminous.



Texts for Memento mori, by David Felder

Pablo Neruda (reprinted with permission); translated by Alastair Read

BoxMan
BoxMan was composed for trombonist Miles Anderson originally in 1985-87 and was commis-
sioned in part from the National Endowment for the Arts, the Ars Electronica Festival in Linz,
and the La Jolla Museum for Contemporary Art. It is the second in the composer’s “Crossfire” series
of works for soloist and his electronic image in both audio and video domains. The work is inspired
by Japanese novelist Kobo Abe’s novel “The Box Man”, wherein the lead character is a thoroughly
disenfranchised and nameless street person, living out a bizarre existence in a wholly alienating
urban environment (Tokyo, circa 1960). 

Musically speaking, five types of ‘behaviour’ were selected for the soloist; manic, threatening,
introverted, aggressive, and lyrical, and these are juxtaposed throughout the work. On the technical
level, all sounds are made by the trombonist; live, on the computer part, and through live electronic
sound manipulation. The original electronics (outboard, stand-alone, rack-mounted, commercial
‘boxes’) were re-made, with programming by Eric Ona and David Kim-Boyle, with even more fixes
and updates by Brett Masteller, and JT Rinker from 1999-2004, utilizing MAX/MSP and
Macintosh G4 machines to replace the outdated outboard signal processing boxes. The ‘vintage’
quality of that older processing, and its capabilities, is deliberately retained with elaborations made
in MSP. BoxMan is a fiercely virtuosic piece challenging the performer in every way imaginable-
-technically, (range, speed, articulation, dynamics, endurance, synchronization with live and
pre-recorded electronics, etc.), and perhaps more importantly, expressively. -DF

BoxMan is a much older piece, dating in its first form from 1985-6, but of course more up
to date in its technology, which has recently been modernized. Here the trombone has the chance
to say everything it has been building up the means to say all these years, from fanfares and
other signals to the most flamboyant melodies and extravagant gestures, accompanied by
electronic images of itself and working toward an extraordinary culmination.
© Paul Griffiths, 2009, all rights reserved.

Plenos poderes
A puro sol escribo, a plena calle,
A pleno mar, en donde puedo canto,
Solo la noche errante me detiene
Pero en su interrupcion recojo espacio,
Recojo sombra para mucho tiempo

El trigo negro de la noche crece
Mientras mis ojos miden la pradera
Y asÌ de sol a sol hago las llaves:
busco en la oscuridad las cerraduras
y voy abriendo al mar las puertas rotas
hasta llenar armarios con espuma.

Y no me canso de ir y de volver,
No me para la muerte con su piedra,
No me canso de ser y de no ser.

A veces me pregunto si de donde
Si de padre o de madre o cordillera
Herede los deberes minerals,

Los hilos de un oceano encendido
Y se que sigo y sigo porque sigo
Y canto porque canto y porque canto.

No tiene explicacÌon lo que acontece
Cuando cierro los ojos y circulo
Como entre dos canales submarinos,
Uno a morir me lleva en su ramaje
Y el otro canta para que yo cante.

AsÌ pues de no ser estoy compuesto
Y como el mar asalta el arrecife
Con capsulas saladas de blancura
Y retrata la piedra con la ola,
AsÌ lo que en la muerte me rodea
Abre en mÌ la ventana de la vida
Y en pleno paroxismo estoy durmiendo.
A plena luz camino por la sombra



Full Powers
I write in the clear sun, in the teeming street,
At full sea-tide, in a place where I can sing;
Only the wayward night inhibits me,
But, interrupted by it, I recover space,
I gather shadows to last me a long time.

The black crop of the night is growing
While my eyes meanwhile take measure 
of the meadows.
So, from one sun to the next, I forge the keys.
In the darkness, I look for the locks
And keep on opening broken doors to the sea,
For it to fill the wardrobes with its foam

And do not weary of going and returning.
Death, in its stone aspect, does not halt me.
I am weary neither of being nor of non-being.

Sometimes I puzzle over origins
Was it from my father, my mother or the
mountains
That I inherited debts to minerality,

The fine threads spreading from a sea on fire,
And I know that I keep on going for goings’
sake,
And I sing because I sing and because I sing.

There is no way of explaining what does 
happen
When I close my eyes and waver
As between two lost channels under water.
One lifts me in its branches toward my dying,
And the other sings in order that I may sing.

And so I am made up of a non-being,
And, as the sea goes battering at a reef
In wave on wave of salty white-tops
And drags back stones in its retreating wash,
So what there is in death surrounding me
Opens in me a window out to living,
And, in the spasm of being, I go on sleeping.
In the full light of day, I walk in the shade.

Pablo Neruda
From “Alturas. . .”

ix. . . 
Serpiente mineral, rosa de piedra
Caballo de la luna, luz de piedra
Escuadra equinoccial, vapor de piedra. . .
Geometria final, libro de piedra

From Worchester Fragments

a. Worldes Blis
Worldes blis ne last no throwe;
It went and wit away anon.
The langer that ich hit iknowe,
The lass ich finde pris tharon;
For al it is imeind mid care. . .
Al the blis of thisse live
Thu shalt, man, enden ine weep;
. . .
A, Sali man, nim tharof keep. . .

Thinc, man. . . 
Bithinc thee thane, and up aris
. . . and gin to werche good
tharwils time to werchen is. . .

b.
Salve lux languentium. . . 
Salve sine spina rosa. . . 
Lucens splendoris radio. . .



the complete Second Viennese School’s string quartet music. Stockhausen’s infamous Helicopter
Quartet is to be found here. As well as many composer portraits recorded in their presence,
the complete quartets of Luciano Berio were recorded shortly before his death. 

Over the past 30 years, the ensemble has received many prizes for its work. They have won
the Deutsche Schallplatten Preis several times and the Gramophone Award for the best
recording of contemporary music in 1999 (Elliott Carter) and 2002 (Harrison Birtwistle).
The prestigious Ernst von Siemens Music Prize was awarded to them in 1999 for ‘lifetime
achievement’ in music.

Founded in 1988 by conductor Harold Rosenbaum, the New York Virtuoso Singers has
become this country’s leading exponent of contemporary choral music. Although the chorus
performs music of all periods, its emphasis is on commissioning, performing and recording
the music of American composers.

From its early days in 1988, as an offshoot of a chorus-in-residence created expressly for
the Brooklyn Philharmonic, until the present day, with self-produced concerts, recordings,
commissions and tours, NYVS has carved a unique niche for itself in the musical world.
NYVS is a twelve to sixteen-member professional choral ensemble (sometimes expanded to
24 or more) dedicated to presenting both seldom-heard works by past and contemporary
masters, as well as premieres by today’s composers. 

NYVS has won the prestigious ASCAP-Chorus America “Award for Adventuresome
Programming of Contemporary Music” three times, and has been given Chorus America’s
“American Choral Works Performance Award.” It appears on 14 commercial CDs: SONY
Classical, Albany, CRI, Bridge, Koch International, Capstone, and DRG.

The New York Virtuoso Singers has commissioned 18 works by composers including Michael
Gordon, David Felder, David Winkler, George Tsontakis, and Tristan Keuris. The New York
Virtuoso Singers has premiered close to 200 works by composers such as Luciano Berio, John
Harbison, Hans Werner Henze, Louis Andriessen, Shulamit Ran, George Perle, Harrison
Birtwistle, Ernst Krenek, Thea Musgrave, Jonathan Harvey, Arvo Pärt and Andrew Imbrie.

The Performers
The Arditti Quartet enjoys a world-wide reputation for their spirited and technically refined
interpretations of contemporary and earlier 20th century music. Several hundred string
quartets and other chamber works have been written for the ensemble since its foundation by
first violinist Irvine Arditti in 1974. These works have left a permanent mark on 20th century
repertoire and have given the Arditti Quartet a firm place in music history. World premieres
of quartets by composers such as Ades, Andriessen, Aperghis, Bertrand, Birtwistle, Britten,
Cage, Carter, Denisov, Dillon, Dufourt, Dusapin, Fedele, Ferneyhough, Francesconi,
Gubaidulina, Guerrero, Harvey, Hosokawa, Kagel, Kurtag, Lachenmann, Ligeti, Maderna,
Nancarrow, Reynolds, Rihm, Scelsi, Sciarrino, Stockhausen and Xenakis and hundreds more
show the wide range of music in the Arditti Quartet’s repertoire.

The Arditti Quartet’s extensive discography now features more than 160 CDs. 42 discs have
been released as part of the ensemble’s series on the French label Naïve Montaigne. The series
presents numerous contemporary composer features as well as the first digital recordings of
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THIS MULTI-CHANNEL
HYBRID SACD CAN 
BE PLAYED ON 
ANY COMPACT 
DISC PLAYER. #34061-BBFDCi

David Felder
Stuck-stücke (2007-8)

1 Fiery, very aggressive! [1:33]
2 Effervescent [1:02]
3 Afire, intense [:32]
4 Perky [1:22]
5 Mechanically! - incessant [1:25]
6 Relentless, pesante [1:04]
7 Animated [1:08]
8 Lyric, espressivo [:50]
9 Chorale-still [1:31]

10 Bubbly [:35]
11 Exaggerated, muscular, tutti non-arpeggio [1:04]
12 Stuck [1:14]
13 Airy, suddenly light [1:12]
14 Like breathing; still, no vibrato [:57]
15 Ultra-delicate; lyric, connected-matched [2:07]

Arditti String Quartet
Irvine Arditti, Ashot Sarkissjan, violins
Ralf Ehlers, viola | Lucas Fels, cello

16 Memento Mori (2002-3) [8:58]

New York Virtuoso Singers
Harold Rosenbaum, conductor

partial [dist]res[s]toration (2001-3)
17 a pura sol escribo… [1:46]
18 I remember, I remember

Memory the great pretender [2:00]
19 I sing… [1:40]
20 because I sing… [1:44]
21 …and because I sing [1:36]
22 Ris de ton nom… [5:10]
23 Die Felder sind grau [2:50]

New York New Music Ensemble
James Baker, conductor

24 BoxMan (198708; electronic revised 1999) [12:45]

Miles Anderson, trombone

Total Time = 56:19

Super Audio CD is a 
registered trademark. 
Super Audio CD is a 
joint development of 
Philips and Sony.

          


